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The chain in polar fl-form has the all trans conformation (planar zigzag like in polyethylene) with a high dipole moment perpendicular to the c-axis. The films of fl-form PVDF prepared by stretching and poling exhibit strong pyro-and piezoelectric effects.
In unpolar a-form the molecule have the TGTGconformation and the unit cell consists of two antiparallel dipoles, which leads to large interactions with an applied field.
Recently pyro-and piezoelectricity have been found [9] in poled a-form of PVDF. Experimental results obtained with isotropic and biaxially oriented samples have indicated a change in the crystal structure of a-form, after the poling process. It has been reported [9] (Fig. 2) .
Changes in intensities of the Bragg reflections are also observed in both orientations. The (100) reflection reappears in case b. The new period along the c-axis is found to be twice the period in a-form. The results indicate a phase transition to a new oriented form designated as a'. The doubling of the c period can be interpreted as a change in chain conformation arising from a cooperative motion of molecules in the poled a-form. We suggest a T3GT3G-conformation. Figure 3 shows the molecular conformations of TGTG-type and T3GT3G-type. In these exact models the values of the identity period are 4.4 A for TGTG-type and 8.8 A for T3GT3G-type. The proposed chain conformation of a'-form is similar to that of Rubber hydrochloride found by Bunn and Garner [11] .
The transitions at high temperatures in poled a-form have been studied by DTA technique. The application of Differential Thermal Analysis in the case of PVDF is made difficult by : a) the presence of numerous phases (a, fl, ap, OC,) in our samples, b) the effect of annealing which results in thickening of lamellae and therefore increases the temperatures of the transitions [12] , [12] . In order to identify the second peak, a sample has been heated at 0,2 °C/min to 170 °C (just between both melting peaks) and then quenched to room temperature. The X-Ray spectrum is consistent with the presence of oriented a'-form and unoriented a-form (i.e. rings of diffraction) obtained by recrystallisation from the melt (Fig. 5) . This result confirms the existence in PVDF of a new form (a') more stable than a-form (i.e. higher melting). This form must be compared to the y-form [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] which is also more stable than a-form but has only been obtained in unoriented specimen.
Conclusion. -Changes in the reciprocal space have been examined for the poled a-form of PVDF. The results are consistent with a phase transition from a-form to an oriented polar form (ap) involving the rotation of the TGTG-chains, as reported in reference [9] . The 
